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Two dangerous and notorious Michigan abortionists retire

Great news: Two bottom-feeding abortionists in Michigan have retired.

Both Alberto Hodari (top photo) and Enrique Gerbi (bottom photo) allowed their medical and pharmacy
licenses to expire as of January 31, 2013 (Hodari here and here [plus pharmacy at four other locations]; Gerbi
here and here).
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Pro-life activist Lynn Mills first got wind of Hodari’s retirement in December when a receptionist at one of his
five Michigan locations let the news slip. Since then Lynn has been watching for his license to lapse, during
which time she noticed Gerbi’s was also expiring. Gerbi was a circuit riding abortionist for Hodari, among
others.

At his high point Hodari owned 14 Michigan abortion clinics in 1988.

Abortionist Jacob Kalo has purchased two of Hodari’s remaining mills in Sterling Heights and Southfield, and
abortionist Theodore Roumell has purchased his mills in Lansing and Flint. Both Kalo and Roumell are
quacks in their own right. Hodari’s Livonia dump in Livonia is presently closed “for remodeling” (see photo
below left) and at various times has been up for sale. Hopefully, it will be demolished.

Hodari has killed at least three patients, 17-yr-old Chivon Williams in 1995, 32-
yr-old Regina Johnson in 2003, and 15-yr-old Tamilia Russell in 2004.

Hodari has also been sued for malpractice several times, including a case in 2010 when he (co-sued with
Roumell) left a baby’s head inside the mother, resulting in a hysterectomy, and another case in 2010 when he
missed an ectopic pregnancy. In 2009 Caitlin Bruce sued Hodari for committing a forcible abortion in 2008
when she was 18.

In 2007 Wayne State University’s Medical Students for Choice invited Hodari to speak, during which he
bragged his medical license gave him a “license to lie” and that he didn’t wash his hands between patients.
Students for Life caught it all on video.

In 2008 pro-life activist Monica Miller turned over to authorities hundreds of patient records and aborted babies
found in Hodari’s trash (for which Hodari was neither prosecuted nor fined).
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Hodari likes to spend his blood money on cars. Here’s Hodari in 2008 driving one of several in his collection….

hodari car 1-thumb-500x374

Hodari also likes to vacation. Here’s a photo of he and wife Nancy in St. Maarten in 2011 (from Nancy’s
Facebook page)…

hodarigross

Lynn Mills has been tracking Hodari for years and deserves much credit for this post. She wrote to me, “So now
one of the most notorious, dangerous, and evil abortionists in the State of Michigan, and in this country, is about
to quietly walk into the sunset. I’ll settle for him not killing any babies any longer.”

Abortionist Gerbi has had at least 11 malpractice lawsuits filed against him. In 1984 a baby girl was aborted
alive after a saline abortion gone wrong by Gerbi. Baby Vanessa did not receive proper care at birth and
suffered profound mental and physical harm. It is not known what became of her.

Real Choice recounts an incident where Gerbi was caught on tape in 1993 kicking pro-lifer Terri Buckshaw in
the behind. Buckshaw had approached him with information after he had agreed in a new and interesting way to
let her speak with him by saying, “You can suck my d***, yes.”  When Buckshaw turned around, Gerbi kicked
her. A police report was filed. Gerbi was charged but never prosecuted.

Lynn Mills was the one who videotaped the incident and today, for the first ever, it was made public on
YouTube…

[youtube]http://youtu.be/M9N5C0TRVc0[/youtube]

The good news is the number of abortion clinics and abortion deaths is vastly shrinking in Michigan. I spoke this
morning with Right to Life of Michigan’s Pam Sherstad, Director of Public Information.

Pam told me at one time there were 72 abortion clinics in Michigan. Now there are 29 surgical abortion clinics,
and two medical, or 31 total – 43% of what once was.

In 1987 there were 49,098 babies killed by abortion. In 2011 that number had been cut to less than half, 23,366,
or by 52%.
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Abortion proponent Angi Becker Stevens coincidentally complained today on RH Reality Check about the lack
of abortion access in Michigan.

I suppose Angi would like Hodari and Gerbi back?

[Thanks to Andy Moore for helping with the video.]
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1. 
Chris 
February 4th, 2013 at 4:12 pm

I hope this is a result of our passage of new abortion clinic regulations, but either way, progress in
Michigan!

2. 
Carla 
February 4th, 2013 at 5:01 pm

Thank you Lord!!!

3. 
Sydney M 
February 4th, 2013 at 6:03 pm

If a pro-lifer kicked an abortionist in the butt we’d be beaten and hauled off to serve long sentences in jail.
Unbelievable that 20 years have gone by and Gerbi was not made to be accountable for the physical
assault on that pro-life woman Terri. 
 
I was also thinking about the babies killed on the day that assault was taped. They would be in college
now. But they were never allowed to see the light of day. It breaks my heart.

4. 
Jamie 
February 5th, 2013 at 9:27 am

Is it a coincidence that they look scary?  They’re both rocking the “Dorian Gray” look!

5. 
Jen B 
February 5th, 2013 at 12:34 pm

Thanking God for this news!  However, that’s still 31 clinics too many, for this Michigan resident. There’s
still work to be done! 
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6. 
Allie 
February 11th, 2013 at 8:37 pm

i live in michigan. This is great news to hear. Thank you for your work Jill (and Lynn). You are awesome. 

Who Is Jill Stanek?

Jill Stanek is a nurse turned speaker, columnist and blogger, a national figure in the effort to protect both
preborn and postborn innocent human life.

Read Jill's full bio »
What the Media says »
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